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John Bluher Sets The Record Straight Regarding
Relationship With Taylor Armstrong
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LOS ANGELES, Dec. 3, 2012 /PRNewswire/ -- Over the past few weeks, there has been a lot of
speculation and rumor as to the status of my relationship with Taylor Armstrong.
There have been many inaccuracies reported by the media, some of which are deeply hurtful, to our
families and those close and important to us. Reporters have made misrepresentations and harassing calls
to my family and their friends in a frenzied attempt to obtain information.
The status of my marriage and pending divorce has come under huge scrutiny around my relationship with
Taylor. The claims and suggestions made by the media are invalid and without any basis or knowledge as
to the facts. I view all information about my private life as just that?private? I therefore have no need nor
interest to correct the misstatements by sharing the facts concerning my decision to end the marriage last
summer.
Taylor was not involved in the issues that resulted in the dissolution of my marriage, nor was she the
reason for my divorce. I want to be very clear and, for the record, state that Taylor Armstrong is not a
home-wrecker.
I can confirm that Taylor Armstrong and I are in a romantic relationship, and we are both very happy.
I have great respect for my ex-wife, and of course our three children whom I love dearly. This is a difficult
time, and I ask that people respect our privacy.
John Bluher
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